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ACOUSTICAL OR TACKABLE STRETCH FABRIC SYSTEM
SoftWalls acoustical & tackable stretch fabric systems for walls & ceilings, offers a complete
solution for all acoustical situations within any size or type of room.

Whether it be absorptive or reflective (or both), SoftWalls uses a wide range of edge profiles,
core materials and finish fabrics to effectively resolve an acoustical problem.

SoftWalls also offers a sustainable stretch fabric system to meet any green requirement.
What is a stretch fabric system?
A stretch fabric system meets acoustic and aesthetic needs with a wall or ceiling application. The system can
accommodate any shape -- from asymmetrical lines to curves -- and any fabric -- from recycled polyester to silk.
The on-site installation process begins by securing track to the surface following a specified profile to meet your
requirements. The fabric of your choice is then stretched over a one half inch to two inch core of an acoustic,
tackable or reflective material. The finished product enhances the look of the space and can be acoustically
absorptive (depending on the core selection), essentially lowering the noise frequency levels in the room.

When is a stretch fabric system appropriate?
The acoustic and aesthetic flexibility of this product makes it ideal for a wide variety of applications. The ability
to choose almost any fabric enables you to create an ideal look for your space. Acoustically, a stretch fabric
system helps address problems caused by excessive reflections, inappropriate reverberation time and inadequate
absorption.

Where are we?

SoftWalls has licensed Installation Partners throughout the United States, Europe and the Middle East.

Installation
Partners are factory trained in estimating and installation methods. Each Partner is prepared to assist you with the
technical details, fabric selection, pricing and planning of a project from beginning to end.

Track Systems

SoftWalls offers an assortment of profiles, from one half inch thick to two inch thick, in square, radius and
bevel edge details.

Post Industrial Core Materials

SoftWalls offers AcoustiCotton™, post-industrial cotton/polyester blend core material.

·

Features Include:
· Excellent NRC Rating.
· Class-A Fire Rating
· No Formaldehyde
· No Harmful Irritants
· No Itch or Skin Irritants
· Easy to Handle and Install
· Recyclable
· Economical

Post Consumer Fabrics
Many commercial and decorative fabric suppliers currently offer a wide assortment of post-consumer
fabrics. Check the SoftWalls web site for a comprehensive list of manufacturers.

Restaurant
A noisy restaurant was
made more intimate by
treating the ceiling with
an acoustical system.

Pre-function
A reverberant pre-function room
was addressed acoustically with
fabric on the ceiling.

Meeting Room
Aesthetics and acoustics
combined to acheive a
pleasant and functional
working environment.
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FABRICS
SYSTEM EDGE DETAILS
FLAMMABILITY
CORE MATERIALS

FABRICS
Group A

• Thick or Heavy Fabrics • Thin or Sheer Silks (backing may be required)
• Tafetta & Satin Weaves (backing may be required) • Leather
• Unstable Silks (backing may be required) • Silk/Cotton/Rayon Blends

Group B

• Upholstery Weight Silks • Non-directional designs • 100% Wool • Wool Blends

Group C

• Sustainable Fabrics • Standard Panel Fabrics • Polyesters • Stable Non-directionals
Fabric exceptions:

► Hydrophilic fabrics which gain moisture and become unstable
such as 100% Spun Nylon, 100% Viscose Rayon, Rayon, Acetate
► Paper Backed Fabrics
► Vinyl (non-stretch, canvas backed)
► Translucent fabrics may require a backing or liner fabric

CORE MATERIALS
Group 1

Tackable - USG Micore Mineral Fiber Board

High tackability, low sound absorption

Group 2

Sustainable Tackable - Homasote

Medium tackability, low sound absorption

Group 3

Acoustical/Tackable - Dual Density Fiberglass

Medium tackability, medium sound absorption

Group 4

Sustainable Acoustical

Medium to high sound absorption

Group 5

Sustainable Acoustical - Recycled AcoustiCotton™

Medium to high sound absorption

Group 6

Acoustical - Fiberglass

Medium to high sound absorption

DETAILS
1⁄2” SYSTEM PROFILES
(CEILING BY OTHERS)

(PARTITION
BY OTHERS)

SOFTWALL "TOP LOAD"
EXTRUSION
FIBER ACOUSTIC INFILL
FACE of FABRIC

CEILING DETAIL - FLUSH

1

1" DETAILS

SOFTWALL
"OUTSIDE CORNER"
EXTRUSION

FACE of FABRIC
SOFTWALL "MID-WALL"
EXTRUSION

FIBER ACOUSTIC INFILL
FACE of FABRIC

FIBER ACOUSTIC INFILL

(PARTITION BY OTHERS)
(PARTITION BY OTHERS)

2

INSIDE CORNER DETAIL - FABRIC BOTH SIDES
1" DETAILS

4

OUTSIDE CORNER DETAIL
1" DETAILS

FIBER ACOUSTIC INFILL
FACE of FABRIC

FACE of FABRIC
SOFTWALL "TOP LOAD"
EXTRUSION

(PARTITION
BY OTHERS)

WOOD BASE & BLOCKING
BY OTHERS

3

BASE DETAIL - FLUSH TO WOOD BASE
1" DETAILS

SOFTWALL "MID-WALL"
EXTRUSION

(PARTITION
BY OTHERS)

FIBER ACOUSTIC INFILL

5

MIDWALL - BUTT JOINT
1" DETAILS

Reception Lobby

Logo Wall

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN CHECKLIST

Use recycled materials.

A large percentage of products in buildings are acoustic products. There are
many excellent acoustic products that are recycled and work as well as, or better than, traditional materials.

Design for optimal efficiency and productivity.

A poor acoustic environment is one of the most
significant inhibitors to productivity. Sustainable designers strive to protect all resources including talent and
energy. Accounting for acoustics will help reduce noise-induced stress and create an efficient environment.

Strive for maximum functionality.

If a space is not functional, it fails. Few people can perform at their
highest levels when distracted by poor acoustics. Virtually all spaces demand acoustic attention in order to meet
specific goals.

Protect the health and safety of end-users.

Hearing loss from noise exposure is the number one
occupational hazard - and is 100% preventable. Employees that suffer from hearing loss are 55% more likely to
have a workplace accident. Non-auditory effects of noise include headache, tinnitus, high blood pressure, heart
problems, respiratory ailments, and even negative fetal development.

Ensure a comfortable space.

Few people are comfortable in a space with poor acoustics, even though
some might not be able to pinpoint the source of their discomfort. Allow your end-users to experience true
acoustic comfort in the spaces you design. They will appreciate it, even though they may not consciously notice
the difference. Noise can cause irritation, annoyance, anxiety, anti-social behavior, hostility and violence.

Minimize the environmental impact of your design.

Each and every structure you design has a
tremendous impact on the environment. Responsibly accounting for (sustainable) acoustics will help reduce the
negative impacts to our world.

The buildings you design:
use 40% of our raw materials
consume 67% of our electricity
Produce 50% of CFC’s
Fill 40% of our landfills

Remember the 5 R’s of Sustainable Design:
Reduce, Reuse, Reclaim, Recycle, Redesign
Reprinted with permission of acoustics.com

SHORT FORM SPECIFICATIONS
Sustainable Acoustical Stretch
Fabric Wall & Ceiling Systems,
Section 9840

Part 1.0
A.
1.

B.

C.

D.

Scope:
Furnish and install SoftWalls Green
Wall System as manufactured by
SoftWalls and as required by the
Contract Documents.

Standards:
The system shall consist of site installed
and fabricated, concealed SoftWalls
Green System as manufactured by
SoftWalls .
2.
Acoustically absorptive wall treatment
system shall have a Fire Hazard
Classification of Class 1 or A when
tested in accordance with
ASTM E-84 or UL 723.
3.
1” thick acoustical wall treatment will
have a 0.80 NRC rating per ASTM
C-423 test requirements.
1.

1.

5.
E.

General

Qualifications:
The installation work of this Section
shall be performed by an authorized
dealer, licensed by SoftWalls .

Submittal:
1.
Submit manufacturer’s product
specifications and such other data as
may be required to show compliance
with the Contract Documents.
2.
Submit in writing to the Owner,
through the Architect, for the
manufacturer’s dealer certification.
3.
Submit sample of fabric.

(at least 12” x 12”).
Submit samples of the stretching
system.
Submit core samples.

4.

1.

A.

Warranty:
Work shall be warranted by SoftWalls
& Dealer’s five year Limited Warranty
against defects in the materials
and workmanship.

Part 2.0

Products

A. System Components shall consist of
the following:
1.
SoftWalls Sustainable Track System.
a. Rigid vinyl framework with clamping
jaws, one-piece section.
2.
Thickness: 1⁄2”, 3⁄4”, 1”, 2”
3.
Edge Details:
a. Bevel, Radius, Square*

B.
1.

2.

* Contact SoftWalls, Inc. or your local distributor/installer for
currently available details.

B.

C.

1.

3.

Acoustical Cores
1. Post Industrial - AcoustiCotton®
Green Compliant Cotton Core.
Fabric
Post Consumer Fabrics:
a. Guilford of Maine - Terratex.
b. Maharam - Terratex.
c. Designtex - Sustainable Initiatives.
2.
Other Post Consumer Fabrics:
As specified to achieve

4.
5.

1.

Part 3.0

6.
C.

1.
2.

Execution / Installation
(if to be supplied by SoftWalls
Installation Dealer)

3.

Existing Conditions:
Examine the condition of the
substrate and the conditions under
which the work of the Section is to be
performed. Do not proceed with
the work until unsatisfactory
conditions have been corrected in a
manner satisfactory to the installer.
Substrate should be smooth, flat and
plumb. Install all Architectural Wood
Work, Masonry, Doors and Frames,
Hardware, Gypsum Drywall,
Plastering, Ceilings, Wall Covering
Painting and Electrical Work prior to
installation of stretch fabric.
Installation:
Apply the SoftWalls framework in the
areas to receive the acoustical
wall treatment as shown on the
drawings. Secure the frame-work with
suitable fastening devices.
Install the framework plumb and
straight, flush in proper alignment.
Install the core, continuous and flush,
to the shoulder of the track.
Cut the fabric from each roll marking
and maintaining sequence drops and
matching direction weave.
The fabric shall be stretched tautly,
evenly and smoothly and be free of
defects and flaws.
No stapling or gluing of fabric to cores
or channels will be permitted.
Cleaning & Protection:
All panels will be cleaned and any
loose threads removed.
All debris, rubbish and surplus
materials will be removed from site.
If required, fabric panels will be
covered with visquine plastic
protection.

TYPES OF PROJECTS
Library
Museum
Recording Studio
Presentation Theater
Worship Center
Sports Facilities

Conference/Board Rooms
Corridors
Open Office Plans
Lecture Hall
Cinema
Ballroom

Auditoriums
Lobbies
Home Theaters
Display Areas
A/V Facilities
Video Conferencing

FIRE DATA
SoftWalls exceeds the Class A or Class 1 requirements contained in NFPA life safety code #101.
Complete ASTM E84-01 are available upon request. Test results: Class A or 1 Flame Stread less than 25.

ACOUSTICAL DATA
Sound Absorption testing method: ASTM C423 TEST, Tested with AcoustiCotton™
Thickness
1/2”

125
.07

Coefficients & Frequencies
250
500
1000
2000
.06
.22
.54
.87

1”

.04

.33

.86

1.01

1.04

4000
1.00

NRC
0.40

1.02

0.80

Operations Center

Lobby

Indoor Swimming Pool

Boardroom

For additional information contact:
SoftWalls Inc.
7620-D Rickenbacker Drive
Gaithersburg, Maryland
301.212.9880
866.440.6702
301.384.9629 Fax
info@softwalls.com
www.softwalls.com

